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READING AND faaFAAVAA SAMOA
teaching in a bilingual culture
by jeannette veatch

As a title 111IIIililii professor emeritus at the that nothing was working and so was willing
american samoa community college at to try anything new and different the
pago pago last spring1springspringa 1 was asked to improve president of the college set up a task force
the teaching of english to native samoanssammans chaired by this writer to make specific
the thrust inin the island towards a bi lingualbilingual suggestions for an improved curriculum
society is probably irreversible as use of the result was a set of recommendations
english in school and in daily life has been based upon the use of library reading
sufficient to set this inin motion A samoan creative writing and spontaneous oral
however rarely speaks english outside of activities the report specifically recombecom
the classroom where he has been taught mended the elimination of all text book
in english from first grade up but that materials and printed workbook drills based
isis another story not surprisingly the great upon grammar and usage in short as you
est motivation towards bilingualismlingualismbi is the will recognize the recommendations were
strong desire to come to the USA mainland inin line wwithth what is known to be psycho
or get a bilingualbi lingual job on the island linguistic practice yet the term psycho-

linguistics as well as the term individualizedthrough a set of circumstances too
long to go into at this time we began a

reading and the language experience ap
proachpreach were unknown and unused on thetesting program for incoming students island

at the college level for summer session
1977 we found only 38 of them on it isis in this connection that the term
stanford and CELTCFLT had an english com-
petency

fa a samoa comes into focus it can
at about the 6th6tbfth grade level ap be variously translated although its direct

proximately W were below the 353 S level meaning isis the samoan way but the
and the rest weiewerewele inin between samoan way can be pejorative analogous

at the beginning of the semester in to manana meaning inefficient lazy non
operative but it can also denote the posijanuary a program called english language

institute ellELIE L I1 was added to the usual tivefive elements of pride inin culture in tradiaradi

traditional bonehead english courses tion in self inm the aiga iei e the family

both ellELIhllE L 1 and the english classes were and in love of ancient ways including
typically and totally based upon textbook language
lessons xeroxed teacher made exercises the reason this phrase is included
and grammar drill there was no element inin the title isis because it became the basis
of language experience no original writing of all our teaching we used the love of
of any kind nor any free reading of library family the pride in the aiga the respect
books in fact the dropoutdrop out rate of 30 of self atas a samoan to promote the develop
to 401x40 says it all those who did not drop ment of the english language inin these
out were bitterly disappointed as revealed students if the term language experience
in an evaluation by the students this means anything it means fa a samoa
writer was a visiting fireman so to speak for that is what we did
and thus was asked to help improve these
offerings she had little success in spite of to make a long storystoly short this writer
the support of the director in short the offered to teach a summer session class of
situation insofar as learning the english as many students as possible provided
language was concerned was so dismal there were no restrictions as to how it
that the head of the english department was taught the college had nowhere
separate from the ELIellE L I1 program admitted else to go and the offer was accepted
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thus 42 young adults with a competency surely we were doing something right
level of 4thath and 5thath gradeglade enrolled inin a and a detailed description of the daily
sixsix week session the writer was alone sessions should be useful to those interested
forfoifol the first week with minimal help from we metinet three hours each morning in what
a native samoan to help translate ideas was called the music room there were
not language the second week three noDO windows and only one very decrepit
contract teachers joined the staff as trainees air conditioner however although called
they continued aftelafterahterahner the writer left at the summer session it was winter
the end of the fourth week thus the time samoa is 14 degrees south of the
class was a staff training project as well equator the room size dictated the class
as for the american samoa community size forty two and eventually 39 were all
college an experimental activity in teach that could fit into the space although 150
ing english to native samoan speakersspeakeis students were eligible more than 42 would

the results were spectacular after not have been possible as far as comfort was

six weeks the last two of which you re concerned at any other time of the year
member were conducted without the we met from nine to twelve each
presence of the writerwilter the mean gain of the morning with about a twenty minute
students was six months that isis a month break the class was about equal as to
a week the drop out rate was iccivc7 or01 3 men and women among the men there
out of 42 and the attendance was at acceyaccep wereweie at least six thoroughly macho ex
table levels while morale cannot easily service men but no one read above the
be measuredmea suied it is interesting to note that fifth grade level A few had been in the
the demands forfoifoltol fall termteim enrollment in
that readingleading and writingwilting class surprisedsuisul prisedirised

advisors
jeannette veatch professor emeritus

in addition during the summer the from arizona state university taught
pressurepre ssuie for enrollment was so greatgleat that at american samoa community col-

legea second class inin the afternoon was set the author ofin 1977 she is
up the second week along the same lines hernumerous publications in pro-

fessionaland taught by one of the three staff being fessional specialties elementary edu-
cationtrained inin the morning even though this and the teaching of reading

class met for only five weeks the testing re
vealedhealed their gains only slightly less than
the full six week morning class traditional englishEngliengil slisllsil classes and two had

earlier when the task force was dis immigrated from korea the previous year
cussed the faculty of the college agreed although they were highly motivated ladies
unanimously to show liowhowilow bad the sisitationtaliontallon their english was barely at the acceptable
was as farfaifal as english competency was level for our class
concerned to accept the enrollment of
any student testing above the 6.262626 2 level in general the teaching was directed
on stanford and CELTCF LT when individual in three different modes 1 individualized
scores of our class weiewerewele examined it was reading using six hundred paperback books
found that over half that is 5511 had lifted 2 the use of oral english in some fashion
themselves above the magic 626.2626 2 figure and 3 writing originally spontaneously
among that group at least four had gained creatively as well as practically all text
diamaticallydrarnaticallydramatically a year or more in the six week books were eliminated no drills on printed
session on the other hand a full one exercises other than needs specifically
quarter of the student showed little or no arising from the writing were aliallailallowedowed
gain the statistician wondered if the grammar as such divorced from actual
activities used were more suitable for the writing was avoided at no time during
more able as their gains were so sharp the six weeks were words like subjects
thisihischis writer tends to believe that those 11 predicates prepositions nouns and
at the less able level simply need more verbs mentioned knowledge of such
time six weeks isis not very long even parts of speech are not helpful to promote
ifit spent inm a most pleasant fashion communication and were avoided perhaps
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these quotes from notes to the staff something As expected these writings
might help in the understanding of what were short mundane and uninteresting in
went on the extreme draw a line now the

teacher continued when I11 say a word

teaching when necessary I1 want you to write the first thing that
pops into your mind very fast write
without stopping until your hand hurts

when have clear evidence thatyou write whatever comes into your mind
a student needs to learn something dont stop until I1 tell you to I1 will give
important like periods or capital you three minutes ready GREEN
letters TEACH HIM importance is

defined by something that improves
in this the students inway were putcommunication nouns and verbs do

a pressurized writing situation where theynot under no condition are such use-
less were urged to write anything fast anditems to be taught only when a

furiously after three minutes they werestudent needs to say something he
and asked read backstopped to silentlywants to say is he taught how to spell

etc what they wrote next they were asked
to underline only those words that referred

time for drill to green in all cases the students had
written many other things not in the

there might be a time when drill slightest related to green this the teacher
might be useful say you arent picked up on
making your Ks right why dont see how much you had in your mind
you practice more so that they look compared to what you wrote first
like Ks in this way the student is perhaps there was something you
practicing on something he knows started that you would like to finish
he must do to send that letter or maybe there was an idea you had that
write that story you didnt have time to write about

I1 will let you write now foiforfol as long as

however the most important contribution you wish about those ideas you liked
this paper might make is detailed description but didnt get a chance to put down
of the various activities carried on thus the theirstudents were set on

way as far as writing was concerned pres-
surizedwritinwhitinwriting9 activities writing was not used again only
encouragement suggestions and support

perhaps the most successful of all were necessary for whatever reason these
activities that of creativewas writing samoanssammans seemed not to write as freely
it was surely the more important as it was as ive seen yet the class loved to write
central to the ofdevelopment language As the days went by the teacher madethe writing was the juice the power the generalized suggestions designed to trigger
electricity that drove the wheels of learn-
ing

recollections experiences emotions and
for each member of the class in order memories it worked not a day went by

to have it as a major part of the class a but this kind of free and spontaneous
set of procedures was followed these writing occurred they wrote pages to the
were designed to convince each student astonishment and pleasure of the faculty
that his head was full of ideas and that once in a while one student would not have
the ideas were worthy of writing put an idea but more often each had clearly
another way the writing activity was struc-
tured

been thinking about what might be written
as to its process but not as to the and would even ask are we going to write

content of what was written about our memories today they loved
it and many an hour was passed as they

the first writing session was different wrote
than those that followed the teacher made mechanics were handled in various
sure everyone had a good pen or pencil ways usually in one to one conferences
then the class was casually asked to write on a piece of writing chosen by the student
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every sixth day the recognition of the to have it typed work study typists in
role of periods to express thought units the office would copy the story for posting
produced an interesting lesson to the staff on the wall the desire to have their writing
the teacher asked six people to come up typed was considerable and many an indivi-

dualfront and read their stories to the class labored hard to make legible copies
this is a highly successful activity on the so that the typists could read them
mainland but samoanssammans do not show off other writing activities were developed
in this way it embarrasses them sensing A huge andgreatlyand greatly admired wall newspaper
that this oral ofreading personal writing took a whole wall and a whole morning to
was not working the teacher had to use complete but the results were worth it
other material she read from a story and maybe these samoanssammans did not want to
asked the class click their whento tongues aloudread their stories but they certainly

heard her voice the end of thethey drop at admired their efforts posted on the wall
sentence then as a whole class she asked
that they read their own writings and see writing on acetate for the overhead
where the clicks ie the periods belonged projector worked well also darkening

the room and reading silently and aloudon their own papers note that this was
an activity in which the whole class was what was written jokes sayings what
able to work individually have you were enjoyable suggestions

as to improvement or correction were not
resented and many an error was spotted

students were asked but not required letter writing appealed to some and
to let the staff read their writing each day promises of stamps got others going A
often a casual perusal without grading longer time might have allowed for setting
or correction would reveal several of the up a pen pal project to friends across the
group needed teaching on some specific ocean
item usually having to do with a tense the class members were asked to fill
or number these students were asked to out an evaluation form daily in which they
meet with a teacher who gave a brief lesson listed what they had done something they
to correct the errors in this way teachers had thought about and how they felt about
did not need to spend time on actual correc-
tions

the days events these were thoroughly
of papers but still were able to spot perused by the staff returned with written

the problem among the students who comments NOT corrections each morning
actually had that problem and help them they seemed to enjoy getting these evalua-

tionsrecognize their mistakes for future reference t back reading them with absorption
and filing them in their folders here is

along with these whole class and one example
small group sessions students were asked
individually to choose one piece of writing while I1 was walking along the
from the preceding five days and bring way to the forest I1 heard the birds
it to one of the staff to read aloud and sweetly singing in the shade trees
learn how to make it better one significant I1 was very happy for my hunting
occurrence in these individual conferences because that day was a shiney day
was that most of the students were able when I1 arrived under the big tree
to correct most of their errors when they I1 had a little rest
heard themselves reading their writing
if there were some things that were missed later on a far more accurately writwrittenten
the teacher would explain and demonstrate piece came to us
even ask the student to do a drill on what-
ever

As I1 strolled onon the beach one day
it was that was needed I1 the hadimagined sea water been
thus the writing mechanics were swallowed up from nowhere in that

covered in three types of sessions whole time I1 think I1 was walking into the
class group and individual the reward empty space and sea creatures were
that proved very desirable to most was dying
when they had corrected their writing I1 afraidalthough was very I1 became
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curious of what stands beyond while to most of the class especially for our
I1 was walking along the beach I1 saw macho ex marines
the cruel unkind waves crushing at along with this oral reading by calagispalagis
me suddenly a roaring sound inter-
rupts

of stories in english we xeroxed simple
my dreams I1 ran and ran faster plays in sufficient quantities so that the

but I1 cant make it not very long class could be divided upinup in casts and the
after I1 feel free like a bird in the read thisplays in turn was whoopingly

sky I1 was on an unknown planet successful and much in demand in each
so dark and cold case the palagi staff would close the activity
while this is indeed awkward to the by reading the play aloud as the students

native enenglish91ish speaker it is a fine example would follow along in their copies
of how ideas provide the driving force for another activity was improvisation
writing the absorption of the class inin one staff typed up short situations and
their daily writing was unprecedented asked for volunteers for example
and occasioned many visitors to come and
see for themselves we worked away at your boss has just caught you asleep
the main problems which were tense and on your job
number these seemed to be insoluableinsolvable or
even for clerks in the bank who had to be
lingualbilingualbi to hold a job I1 felt justified the wife has been playing bingo all

in not insisting on absolute correctness afternoon she has not had time to
in our class when I1 received my final bank make the supper the husband comes
statement from pago pago with the follow-
ing

home hungry
message

these were acted out by successive
on your saving account the bal-

ance
casts comments were made as to the

was xxxx dollars we lessed bedifferent ways certain phrases might
our charge xxxx dollars hopefully said As we stated earlier these samoanssammans
you enjoy our services rarely spoke english outside of class thus

they loved to write and wrote copious-
ly

to volunteer to act out such a situation
it was rewarding to us all indicated they were willing to expose

their english weaknesses for the sake of the
oral english activities fun of the activity the staff felt that this

might have been the most productive acti-
vitythe second major activity was centered for spontaneous english as we noticed

around many ideas that required the use a marked increase of the use of that language
of spoken english As there were three during class hours
native english speaking staff the calagispalagispalagis spelling proved to be of little concern
we took turns reading a story in english perhaps because the samoan language is
to the whole class there was a problem so phonetic and alphabetic ie many
in finding materials that were adult enough letter names can be heard as a word is
and yet not so obtuse as to be unintelligible pronounced and no letters are silent
to the listeners I1 thought the telltale
heart by edgar allan poe would be a dandy
they couldnt follow it and I1 had to do but the main problem of the entire

student body was their confusion on tensea simplification of the language as I1 read
along I1 am sure poe spun in HIS grave and number as you could see from my

quote from the bank clerk to get atover and over we tried to find suitable
stories with very little luck this seemed to this we conducted a whole class activity
me then and now that this is a great void in which the teacher performed certain
for those who teach bilingual students actions and the students wrote down what
they should hear good literature read by they saw this is a familiar strategy to

teachers ofofbiorbibibilinguallingual studentsnative speakers that they can understand
at their level as was stated earlier easy the class was asked to write down
fifth grade stories at that grade level what they saw the teacher doing for
too often were juvenile and had little appeal example the teacher would drop a book
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on the floor the student would write taped language activity
jeannette dropped a book on the floor

or the book was dropped on the floor individualized reading
or the book fell to the floor from jean
nettesbettes hands anything that was in while everything I1 believed in worked
correct english was allowed the most comforting of all was self selection

another action might be on going in reading nothing worked so dramatically
such as jumping up and down the student as reading books and having individual
was to write jeannette is jumping up and teacher pupil conferences with staff
down this form proved to be the hardest we began with about six hundred
english of all forfoifol them paper back books from the readers

this choice catalog of scholastic press theseactivity was carried out frequently
were daily spread out face on twoand entailed about ten actions it must up
or three tables while the college facultybe emphasized that papers were never

graded on the contrary they were usually had long laughed about the fact that they
could always leave books around withoutasked to swap papers with a partner and
fear of them being taken in this case oursee if they agreed on what they wrote books disappeared by the dozens frequentor sometimes they chose partners and pleadings would bring some returns as theone would do the writing that meant supply dwindled but we were franklythat they would have to talk it over
delighted that they seemed so worthwhileto see if they agreed on what to write

all of this was using english and testing to the students they were permanently
borrowed many remarked on the un-

precedentedout without fear of punishment beyond of class memberssight ourtheir own shame which was sometimes
sitting standing belly flopping on the grassconsiderable even if private or embarrass-

ment READING it was a most hearteningwe all felt that these sessions were
fun and highly instructive sight indeed

this free reading was begun with avena our one samoan staff member
training session of the rule of thumbteacher well ham atwas a gifted as as a

heart one of his most popular and effective each student was asked to demonstrate
that this rule was understood and followedactivities was beginning a story and then

asking various class members to continue the following quote from staff material
it to some logical or illogical conclusion illustrated how our reading period pro-

ceededhe was able more than the rest of us to
break through the cultural shyness of the 1 make sure they use the rule of
samoan personality thumb

the morale of the situation was high 2 make sure they list the book in their
and often produced activity that was not notebooks
required as when repeka fell in love with 3 make sure they are ready for your
words each morning she would come attention never confer with an
rushing in all aglow and want to know what unprepared student

acquisition was or performance or 4 follow these four stepssome other long word her only require-
ment a explore their personal interestwas that the word be a long one

in the bookrepeka gained two years in those six weeks b does he it if notget explainprobably her daily search for long words c work on the hard words in prof-
itableanywhere she could find them had much

to do with her dramatic gain
ways

d hear him read aloud help guide
other less frequent but interesting give him a proper model for

activities involved the use of telephones oral reading
scrounged from heaven knows where we
used the tape recorder in several ways but each student was asked to have a
40 people and one tape recorder that kept conference with one of the staff as often as
breaking down did not lend to much of a possible this turned out to be a problem
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as there were too many pupils and too few gains I1 cannot close without mentioning
staff no different than most they LOVED the profound personal satisfactions over
the individual conference and some had a career ot several decades I1 have taught
to be watched that others not be deprived in many situations but never in a markedly
of the the delight of thisopportunity different culture this was new territory
activity was universal the still room to me in every way yet while trying
the giggles over good stories the vying to throttle a continual feeling of isolation
for a certain staff conference all led to a it is 5000 miles from my home and dis-

comfortmost productive reading period the climate is NOT idyllic time
in short it can be seen that our morn-

ings
magazine notwithstanding I1 was con-
tinuallynever dragged three hours flewflow the exhilarated by the evidence that

morale was such that attendance was good everything I1 believed in worked I1 used
even on mornings following some cele-
bration

their own speech and they learned I1 re-
spectedthey came in they might have their choices of topics to write

been a bit hung over but they came in about their own choices of what books
the look on leis face as he struggled to read and they grew intellectually I1

to say in english how he enjoyed coming taught them the aklsklskillsillsliis they need to know
to class it turned out he had a bleeding from within thir own cultural patterns
ulcer but he was there it should be stated and personallypersonality faa samoa was the bot-

tomthat we never took roll and we never gave line we all camecame out better people
grades on anything we knew them and and srqrarlrsrarrscarr peptepeppt6depte and most certainly
they knew us joyita might write about the happierhappler people it was a magnificent exer
girl who moved in with him and would not ciselynciseltncise tn how learning takes place I1 can only
go home but he wrote mapetopeampe that the lesson is not lost in the future

years to come but who knows faa
I1 was less well known on the island samoa has other connotations too

than the other staff not having lived thre
as long but I1 was frequently startedstartkdstarttidstattstarthidtid ap&n6p
campus and in the stores to be ruhfraffruha withvithgith postscriptthe warmest of greetings by tottoti 1 strangers
they were young and had to have heard

could be written aboutmuch moreabout me from class members
american samoa and the south pacific

r As to the out of class time that was it is not bali hai by any matter of means
spent by the staff it was barely 30 minutes with political corruption wasting much of
ftti day the demands of the writings and the the 44000000 dollars sent there by uncle
comments to be made thereon were shifted sam each year but the purpose of this
bromwromrom one to the other but rather than a paper was to present some of methodology

horechorecho we soon found it more of a privilege that this writer used to improve the english
to be asked for why because the writings competence of a group of incoming college
verewere fun to read and the gains were so students those who might wish to know
obvious they were sometimes quite an more about the cultural and political situa-

tionego trip for the one doing the reading are referred to the july and august
issues of gourmet magazine 1977 part VII

each day ended with a staff planning of the los angeles times sunday october
ilmetimeeme one staff member was terrified to 23 1977 nicholas von hoffman tales
each in front of the rest of us but she from the margaret mead tap room kan-

sasfound an activity she so enjoyed doing that city sheed and ward 1976 an ama-
zinglydertier fears did not materialize and her teach accurate description allegedly done

ng performance was charming thus without leaving the bar in the rainmakerRainmaker
ictivitiesactivities were set and the one to run hotel time magazine january 16 1978
hem decided upon I1 can recall that at no p 21 and last but not least by any means
ime was there any reluctance we all en margaret meadssmeades coming of age in samoa
oyedayeddyed being there and teaching our class this last for some reason seems to infuriate

most samoanssammansSamoans but that is another story
along with our satisfying statistical




